
Year 8

Week: 3rd Feb 2020

Topic: Dance styles

Task 1 Create a pic collage of pictures from five different dance styles

Task 2 Create a presentation on one of the following dance styles:


- Salsa

- Lindy Hop

- Waltz

- Rock n roll


Use the internet and watch clips on YouTube.


Think about how the dancers move, what they wear, what the music is like, and research the origins of 
the style.


Your presentation can take the form of a mindmap, PicCollage with information, a video discussion and 
demonstration/clip on iMovie, or two detailed paragraphs with pictures.

Task 3 Repeat the task with one of the following styles:


 

- Tap

- Street

- Gumboot

- Capoeira


Use the internet and watch clips on YouTube.


Think about how the dancers move, what they wear, what the music is like, and research the origins of 
the style.


Your presentation can take the form of a mindmap, PicCollage with information, a video discussion and 
demonstration/clip on iMovie, or two detailed paragraphs with pictures.


Choose a different presentation method to the one you used for task one

Task 4 Repeat the task with one of the following styles:


- contemporary 

- ballet

- musical theatre 


Use the internet and watch clips on YouTube.


Think about how the dancers move, what they wear, what the music is like, and research the origins of 
the style.


Your presentation can take the form of a mindmap, PicCollage with information, a video discussion and 
demonstration/clip on iMovie, or two detailed paragraphs with pictures.


Choose a different presentation method to the ones you used for task one and two

Task 5 Choose one of the dance styles that you have explored.

Create a multiple choice quiz made up of 10 questions, each with four possible answers. Make sure 
you know which one is correct!


